Maritime Graduates Affairs Center  MGAC offers services for the Cadets’ trainings and Graduates employment by maximizing their exposure internationally.

International Forum for Maritime Transport  IFMT tend to unify the entities with joint goals in order to establish a unified integrated entity capable of meeting the demands of the International markets. Which realizes a partnership between education, training and the maritime transport market at the Arab and International levels. Also set a strategic plan to maximize cooperation between AASTMT and those interested and working in the maritime transport industry at the regional and international level, such as institutions, organizations, companies, bodies and maritime institutes and colleges. (ifmt@aast.edu).

Maritime Career Center  ■ Recruiting qualified graduates / cadets.  ■ Monitoring the mate’s development also tracking the renewal dates of the mate’s short courses and seaman book.  ■ Graduate incubator through guiding the student during his study by offering summer training and orientation programs and seminars.  ■ Providing a fast reliable recruitment process by applying a first line interviewing process that examines the candidate knowledge, English, experience, and psychological state evaluation, in order to achieve a quality assured service.

Contact Us  Maritime Graduates Affairs Center (MGAC)  Capt. Hesham Helal, Director  Email: hhelah2000@aast.edu  Mobile : +2(010)167-4351  Tel. /Fax: +2(03)5633471  Capt. Ahmed Youssif, Business Development Manager  Mobile: +2(012)318-7898  Email: ahmed.youssef@aast.edu  Tel. /Fax: +2(03)5633471  ifmt@aast.edu

Maritime Education & Training Center of Excellence  Legacy of Knowledge
The Arab Academy for Science, Technology & Maritime Transport (AASTMT) operating as the Egyptian Merchant Marine Academy. Throughout its 40 years history, AASTMT has succeeded in preparing qualified men and women for successful careers in the marine industry. The maritime industry incorporates a number of activities: international business practice; intermodal transportation; and of course, operating ships. The AASTMT serves, and is supported by, the broad scope of the maritime industry in offering undergraduate and graduate programs in maritime transport technology, and a master’s degree in transportation management and Nautical Science.

AASTMT provides quality Maritime Education, and offers Training and Consultancy that is approved by “International Maritime Organization” (IMO) for all Arab and African countries. Our certificates satisfy the requirements of the “International Convention on Standards of Training, Certification and Watch keeping for Seafarers” (STCW) and Manila 2010 amendments requirements and internationally approved. Our graduates are guided during their studies by offering practical training, short courses, orientation programs and seminars.

**Internationalism** The AASTMT gives special importance to strengthening cooperation in the fields of education, training and research with the United Nations’ specialized organizations and on top of them is the International Maritime Organization (IMO) and the world Maritime university (WMU).

The United Nations delegated a joint committee of its concerned organizations to study the region’s need for this project, (UNDP) prepared document number (REM/71L286/01/19) for the project of establishing the Arab Academy for Maritime Transport in Alexandria in cooperation with the International Maritime Consultancy Organization of Governments as an executive agency of the project and the United Nations Conference for Trade and Development as a participant (UNCTAD).

The AASTMT’s relations with several specialized organizations and countries of a deep-rooted history in international transport, science and technology have been known for their diversity and excellence not only on the regional level, but also on the international one.

The outstanding cooperation between the AASTMT and several international bodies has pushed the AASTMT from regionalism to internationalism.

---

**Maritime Education & Training Center of Excellence**

- **College of Maritime Transport & Technology**
  The College educates qualified personnel to become licensed officers in addition to Bachelor degree to serve in the international merchant marine fleets.

- **Sea Training Institute**
  Trains cadets on the training vessel “AIDA 4” by adopting a guided sea training program beside the existing planned sea training program.

- **Maritime Safety Institute**
  Maritime safety and environmental training courses, in accordance with STCW 78/95 convention, SOLAS 74 as amended, and the international offshore oil industry in accordance with Oil Petroleum Industry Training Organization (OPITO) Standards.

- **Upgrading Studies programs**
  Offer qualified and highly trained deck officers and marine engineers to work onboard ships according to the requirements of the International maritime market.

- **Integrated Simulators Complex**
  Aims to build capacity and create knowledge in advanced technology for sustainable development goals.

- **IMO Compound**
  Contains the Regional Examination Center

- **Industrial Services Center**
  Established for educational support, manpower training and industrial oriented studies.

- **Technical & Vocational Institute**

- **Maritime research and consultancy centre**
  Provides consultations and research studies to the maritime industry in Egypt and around the World.

- **Maritime graduates affair centre**